03rd December 2019

“With over 210 years of history and memories to last a lifetime”, so say travel critiques
from around the world who’ve experienced the mystical wonders of the Mount Lavinia
Hotel.
Mount Lavinia Hotel is the preferred choice for weddings, conferences and for the
celebration of important events.
We have the following vacancy;

MAINTENANCE ENGINEER
Maintenance Engineer will contribute significantly towards preventive maintenance, leading
to optimal productivity in the Hotel. He will ensure that the day-to-day maintenance work in
the Hotel are being carried out purposefully and systematically. In addition he will also be
required to act on behalf of the Chief Engineer during his absence.
Core responsibilities will include;
 Schedule repairs and maintenance with the Management so as not to interfere with hotel
operations.
 Oversee ongoing and emergency repairs required to keep the Hotel and Restaurant /
Banquet areas in a marketable condition at all times.
 Ensure the execution and achievement of the Hotel’s preventive maintenance program
goals.
 Monitor budget and control expenses within all areas of the Department.
 Supervise any work performed by outside labour / contractors and approve completion of
project after being satisfied with workmanship / materials and that cost is within the budget.
 Develop and actively supervise the energy conservation measures in the Hotel.
The ideal candidate should;
 Possess a B. Sc. Degree in Mechanical Engineering / Electrical Engineering / Civil
Engineering, or NDT / Diploma in Marine Engineering.
 Have a minimum of five years experience in a similar capacity in a recognized
organization, preferably in a Star Class Hotel / Resort.
 Possess good inter-personal skills and public relations.
 Possess excellent analytical and problems-solving skills.
 Provide leadership to a committed team.
 Possess an all-round knowledge and hands-on experience in Air Conditioning, Electronic,
Electrical, Mechanical and Civil Engineering.
 Be computer literate.
Interested applicants are required to forward their curriculum vitae with contact details of two nonrelated referees, copies of all relevant certificates and a passport sized photograph on or before 17th
December 2019 to;
Head of Human Resources
Mount Lavinia Hotel,
100, Hotel Road, Mount Lavina
E-mail:careers@mountlaviniahotel.com

